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We’re
committed to
giving back.
It’s in our
DNA.

In today’s world,
people want
to know what
companies stand
for and what their
broader contribution
to society is –
beyond profit.
We believe that
a continuing
commitment to CSR
is an important part
of being the place
where everyone
wants to work and
the partner
of choice.

We are committed to three
pillars of CSR:

01 COMMUNITIES
02 THE ENVIRONMENT
03 OUR PEOPLE
These pillars fall into the
following SHAPE sub-brands

In this report, we
outline what we are
doing to help as well
as our vision for our
future CSR activities.

COMMUNITY+

Giving back to the community
is a priority for us. Through the
SHAPE Community+ Foundation,
we regularly donate time, effort,
materials and money to support
charities and initiatives both
nationally and globally.
We strive to walk the walk.
Our aim is to raise more than
$500K through social impact
activities in FY22.

our
community
is our
priority.

COMMUNITY+

Some of our current initiatives include:
SUPPORTING MENTAL WELLBEING &
SUICIDE PREVENTION
Stress and anxiety amongst construction workers is reported to be
53% higher than in other segments of the population.
Mental health and suicide prevention are just as important as
physical job-safety issues. We are committed to raising awareness
of the problem in the industry, normalising conversations around
mental health and providing people with the support they need.
To do this, we work closely with MATES in
Construction (ACT, NSW, NT QLD, SA) and
Bluehats (VIC, TAS).
We have raised more than $500K for these two
charities, and more than 90% of SHAPIANs have
completed General Awareness Training.
All our senior leaders have also undertaken
‘Mental Health First Aid Seminar for Leaders’
training.

ANNUAL GIVE BACK WEEK
In support of National Volunteer Week, in May every year
each of our state operations comes together to support local
organisations or charities aligned to our people and community’s
needs.

SEEBEYONDBORDERS
SeeBeyondBorders works hard to provide
access to quality teaching and learning for
schools and children in Cambodia.

close to $1M raised for our
charity partners in FY21

In addition to our fundraising for
SeeBeyondBorders, each year around
15 SHAPIANs travel to Cambodia to
immerse in their culture. We work on minor
construction projects within the community
as well as participating in education
initiatives for teachers and students.

$2,344

ANNUAL CHARITY GOLF
DAYS
We hold Annual Charity Golf
Days around the country as
a way of raising funds for our
charity partners. These days
are only successful because
of the support and generosity
of our subcontractor partners.
In FY21, we raised close to
$1 million for our charity
partners.

Scan the
QR code
to view the
SHAPE QLD
Annual Golf
Day video.

social impact by each SHAPIAN

$500K

raised for MATES in Construction
and Bluehats to date

RESHAPE
ReSHAPE seeks to benefit charities by
providing high-quality office furniture,
flooring, repainting and other materials
that become available as we undertake
refurbishment projects. It provides a
comfortable environment for the staff and
clients of these charities. We’ve worked
with Mullum Mullum Community Gathering
Place and are proudly included as an official
Partner for Change with Launch Housing.

an official Partner for Change
with Launch Housing

$319K

of materials purchased
and repurposed

COMMUNITY+

CASE STUDY
Tranby College Pro bono
Refurbishment
OUR MISSION
For our Annual Give Back Week this year, some of our states
decided to focus their efforts on supporting local Indigenous
communities. Our Sydney people chose to reinvigorate Tranby
Indigenous Adult Education & Training Centre in the inner-city
suburb of Glebe.
Founded in 1957, Tranby is Australia’s oldest independent
Indigenous education provider and has long been a place of
strong community and social/political action for Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander peoples.

HOW WE HELPED
Relying mostly on government funding and donations, the
centre was in desperate need of a spruce up. With the help of
our generous subcontractors, we were able to refurbish three
classrooms and a kitchen/break-out space, pressure hose flat
surfaces, clean, and replant the surrounding gardens with
Australian native plants, many of which are edible. We also
supplied new furniture, appliances and joinery.

THE OUTCOME
The end result was a stunning transformation which Tranby
proudly unveiled at an official opening event. We couldn’t
have done this without the generous support of our
subcontractors and suppliers.

242

SHAPIAN Hours

$15K

$49K

$102K

Supplies donated

Furniture &
materials donated

TOTAL IMPACT

COMMUNITY+

SHAPE is
committed to
community health
and wellbeing,
supporting
charities within
Australia and
overseas.

ReSHAPE
Communities
Program

HOW WE SUPPORT
COMMUNITIES

We have a national and global community
focus. Our operations in each state and
territory also support and contribute to local
charity organisations aligned to our people
and community’s needs.

• Carpet/Flooring.

In FY21 alone, SHAPE raised close to
$1M nationally. This year we have taken
our commitments to the environment and
communities a step further by establishing
the ReSHAPE Communities Program.
We have partnered with local NGOs in
repurposing materials and providing our
expertise in fitout and refurbishment.

Through our fitouts and refurbishment
projects, we have access to materials that
are in excellent condition and often end up
in landfill. These materials include:

• Workstations.
• Meeting room chairs and tables.
• AV equipment and more.

WHAT WE OFFER
• Access to our repurposed materials and
furniture installed or supplied.

• Cosmetic upgrades to your facilities,
offices and community spaces.

• A tailored approach to bespoke projects
for the benefit of communities.

OUR APPROACH
When community groups and organisations
reach out to us, we consult with them to
identify how we can best meet their needs.
We then reach out to our teams, collect all
required items, and supply/install to provide
simple cosmetic enhancement to community
spaces.

COMMUNITY+

CASE STUDY
Mullum Mullum Indigenous
Gathering Space
OUR MISSION
In 2020, and reeling from the impact of COVID, Mullum Mullum
Indigenous Gathering Space in Melbourne’s East Ringwood
had even more to contend with when their community space
was flooded. Carpets and furniture were ruined, and there was
significant water damage to the interior walls.

HOW WE HELPED
During the course of lockdown, ReSHAPE put the word out to
our project teams who responded with furniture and carpet tiles.
Our people were able to donate items of excellent quality and
condition that would have otherwise ended up in landfill.
When lockdown lifted, 27 SHAPIANS held working bees over
two weekends. The space received a much-needed repair and
refurbishment.
Our site manager, Tim Barton, was assisted by many of the
contractors who regularly work alongside us, including:

• ALD Expert Demo, who supplied us with labour, vans, time
and equipment.

• Ned’s Mediterranean Paints, who donated many litres of paint,
and special Indigenous Ochre colours chosen by the staff at
Mullum Mullum.

• Citrus Commercial Group, who donated carpet glue.

THE OUTCOME
The Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Space people are
absolutely thrilled with the results and have welcomed back
their community to a refreshed space.

434

SHAPIAN Hours

Furniture donations

$41K

$107K

Re-purposed materials

$22K
TOTAL IMPACT

ENVIRONMENT

We strive to be part of the solution
to the greatest challenge of our
times: environmental change.
In Australia, the construction,
operation and maintenance of
buildings alone accounts for almost
a quarter of our greenhouse-gas
emissions.
The construction industry hasn’t
traditionally played its part in
environmental sustainability.
We need to leave a better
world behind. We have to
pull our weight.

we have
to pull
our
weight.

ENVIRONMENT

We have
engaged external
third-party
consultants to
drive our mission
to become a
carbon-neutral
organisation.
Our current carbon footprint is around 2,500 tonnes. We are
working with a consultant to accurately measure our carbon
footprint and develop a plan for achieving net zero by FY2030. As
a first step, we have set a goal of reducing our emissions by 400
tonnes for FY2022.

SUSTAINABILITY MEANS
BEING ACCOUNTABLE
We have been supporting members of
the Green Building Council of Australia
(GBCA) since its foundation. We continue
to enhance our capabilities through the
ongoing professional development of Green
Star accredited professionals.
Our practises are driven by a comprehensive
environmental management system,
certified to ISO 14001. This enables us to
proactively manage environmental aspects
and opportunities. Through considerate
and careful planning, procurement and
construction, we offer our clients sustainable
and low-impact environmental solutions.

TRAINING IS KEY TO
SUCCESS
Ongoing environmental training is provided
to all our people. Training covers:

• General awareness
• Environmental management plans
• Emergency management and response
training

• Environmental risk assessments
• Spill response training
Training is delivered through our
environmental management system
induction training, online videos or on-site
coaching and support by our EHSQ team.
Project-specific training is identified and
addressed through our Project Risk Register
and Project Delivery Plan.

We are developing
a plan for achieving
net zero carbon
emissions by
FY2030.

ENVIRONMENT

Through
sustainable
development, we
strive to provide
spaces that
enhance social,
cultural and
environmental
wellbeing.

DELIVERING
WELL
Through the WELL Building Standard, we
can provide interior spaces that implement,
validate and measure features that support
and advance human health and wellness. We
do this by:

• Enhancing air quality and air flow.
• Providing clean water.
• Providing thermal comfort which

promotes human activity whilst being
energy efficient.

• Reducing noise pollution using acoustical
comfort parameters that shape
occupant experiences.

• Reducing hazardous building materials
and championing ethical materials.

• Developing spaces that promote
movement, physical activity and
active living.

• Generating well-lit areas that include
combinations of natural and
installed light.

• Creating a nourishing space which

promotes healthy working and eating.

WELL PROJECTS
275 GEORGE ST / BRISBANE WELL
GOLD CERTIFICATION
Charter Hall was a fitout completed by SHAPE ($1.5 million) that received a Gold
WELL Certification. Together, SHAPE and Charter Hall wanted to provide a light,
friendly and inviting space that promoted the health and wellbeing of future
tenants.
Throughout the delivery of the project, the SHAPE team managed to:

• Focus on the implementation of a dust free environment using dust extraction
• Provide educational programs during site inductions that demonstrated the
processes of sustainable development and wellbeing to subcontractors

• Provide a space that harbours optimum health and wellbeing
The delivery of this project highlighted SHAPE’s dedication to health and wellbeing
and our connection to the WELL program allows us to provide spaces across
Australia that will help influence a sustainable future.

ENVIRONMENT

We are
committed to
building a better,
more sustainable
future for
communities and
their people.
DELIVERING GREEN
STAR
We pride ourselves on our best practice in environmental
management and the delivery of sustainable workplaces for the
future. This certification program offers a nationally recognised
platform for sustainable development.

A PROVEN COMMITMENT
TO SUSTAINABILITY
We became a member of the Green Building
Council of Australia (GBCA) when it was
founded in 2002 and have delivered more
than 50 Green Star projects.
To reduce Australia’s environmental
footprint, we focus on:

• Energy - Optimised air-conditioning,
energy management systems, and
energy-efficient lighting and control
systems

• Water – High-efficiency toilets, water

monitoring systems, and eliminating
health risks due to contaminated water
and excessive moisture within buildings

• Transport - Bicycle parking spaces for staff
and other building amenities, accessibility
to public transport

• Indoor environment quality - Thermal

comfort, low-emission finishes, advanced
internal acoustic design, access to views,
daylight and fresh air

• Materials - Waste recycling and storage,
waste generated on site diverted from
landfill

• Land use and emissions – Non-ozonedepleting insulation and refrigerants

SHAPE OFFICE VICTORIA

ENVIRONMENT

GREEN STAR PROJECTS

$347,117,776
worth of
Green Star
Projects

AUSTRADE, BARANGAROO 6 STAR
GREEN STAR RATING
We were appointed to complete a single floor and highly detailed 6-star
Greenstar and WELLS/NABERS project on level 7 in Tower 3 Barangaroo for
AUSTRADE. Key challenges on this project included the acoustic design with
ceilings and partition walls.
The project team worked closely with the acoustic consultant and Green Star
consultant to come up with a design solution. The fitout was completed with a
fully equipped Indigenous reception desk and high-tech audio-visual services.
We sourced sustainable products and timber cladding as well as low-impact
materials like natural stone and timber. These provided statement features
across the fitout. As a result, only 800kg of waste was sent to landfill, with 14
tonnes of waste being recycled, reused and re-purposed.

FIRST SENTIER 6 STAR
GREEN STAR RATING
First Sentier was a $17.7 million fitout that spanned two floors with an
interconnecting staircase and super hub kitchen.
To optimise sustainability within the project, SHAPE and the client worked
closely to provide computer learning technologies to increase energy
efficiency. This included lighting that was controlled via computer/phone
applications and blinds that used solar data to control internal temperatures.
This partnership allowed us to expand their knowledge for new and innovative
construction management techniques and highlighted the potential of the
future.

12
4 Star Rated Projects
valued at $38,166,590

22
5 Star Rated Projects
valued at $231,533,219

4
6 Star Rated Projects
valued at $29,571,369

ENVIRONMENT

Almost $1M in
time, money
and materials to
worthy causes
around Australia.
SOCIAL &
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
We’re 100% committed to corporate responsibility. It’s the way we
do business. And it’s the way we do life.
The total for FY21 comes to $979,000 of good works to support
communities and charity initiatives. This equates to 4.9% of our
annual revenue. Overall, each SHAPIAN donated 3,384 hours of
their time.

$979,000
worth of social and environmental
impact work in FY21

4.9%
of SHAPE’s total net profit donated to
our communities and
charity initiatives in FY21

GOLF DAY FOR MATES IN CONSTRUCTION, SEEBEYONDBORDERS AND CHILDREN’S
HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

41+
charity initiatives and communities
supported in FY21

3,384

FOODBANK HUB

hours given by SHAPIANS across
Australia in FY21

INDIGENOUS LITERACY DAY

ENVIRONMENT

Making a difference across the nation in FY21
NORTHERN TERRITORY

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

• Top End House Harriers — 1000 run.

• Clontarf Aboriginal College floor
refurbishment.

• Greenchair (Re-SHAPE).

• Donation of sleeping bags with Uniting

QUEENSLAND

Care.

• Give Back Day — upcycling items for Worlds

• Foodbank WA food drive.

Biggest Garage Sale.

• Uniting Care breakfast for the homeless.

• Baby Give Back charity fundraiser.

• Golf Day for MATES in Construction,
SeeBeyondBorders and Children’s
Hospital Foundation.

• Dave Masters Fund fundraiser.
• Smith Family volunteering.

NEW SOUTH WALES
• Foodbank charity drive.
• Probono fitout.

• Charity fitout for Steppingstone.

• Used laptops, toys, etc. to Macleay Vocational
College.

• Donation of used laptops to Dubbo
Opportunity Hub.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

• Donation of used laptops to Bamara

• Used books to Taikurrendi Children and

Taree office.

Family Centre.

• Murray Bridge Foodbank Xmas hampers.
• Blood donations to Red Cross.

• Trees for Life Nursery Day and Bushcare Day.
• St Joseph’s Kingswood Primary School
fundraiser.

• RSPCA Million Paws Walk.

• Murray Bridge Foodbank building works.

VICTORIA

• SANE Australia fitout at cost.
• Golf Day to raise cash/time/

materials for Launch Housing.

• 286 units of fixtures, fittings and
furniture recycled for Mullum
Mullum Indigenous Gathering
Space and Launch Housing.

• Donation of books to Taree High School.

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
• Built a gunya for a local day-care centre.

• Volunteering for Ronald McDonald House
• Volunteering for Roundabout Canberra.
• Sensory boards for a public school.

ENVIRONMENT

10,000+

litres of wastewater recycled
(equivalent to 154 showers)

12,660 plastic cups
have been saved
(equivalent to 10% of
plastic produced at
the AFL Grand Final)

15 tonnes
of carbon were offset
(equivalent to 6,500L of petrol)

4,262m²

of carpet tiles recycled (equivalent to
more than half a soccer field)

2,136 fresh meals
donated from
recycled materials
through PonyUP!
and Second Bite
SHAPE OFFICE QUEENSLAND

720 plants propagated
and 1,000 tubes washed
for Trees for Life,
700 trees planted in
partnership with SERCUL

18,500+

fluorescent tubes diverted from landfill
(equates to 22,200,000 tonnes of water
saved from contamination)

11,520 tonnes of
waste recycled
(equivalent to an area
of 65,200 trees (3x
the size of Central
Park)

1,007

plastic bottle tops collected (two
prosthetic limbs for children)

2,700kg

of e-waste diverted from landfill. 10%
of all equipment reused and created for
a new circle of life

OUR PEOPLE

THE SHAPE DIFFERENCE
The SHAPE difference is built
on a strong foundation of
people first.
The calibre of our team, their
talent, expertise, personality
and the ability to have fun
is what drives the success of
every project.

we strive
to be a
great place
to work.

OUR PEOPLE

Our approach
to recruitment
is always to
look for cultureadd before
determining
technical ability.
The SHAPE Talent Acquisition team will not progress the best
technical candidate if they cannot add to our culture.
Flexibility also forms part of our project delivery procedure.
At the start of a new project, the team completes an R&R and
Flexibility Matrix and develops a plan to balance the team and
individual requirements.

The calibre
of our team,
their talent,
expertise,
personality
and the
ability to
have fun is
what drives
the success of
every
project.

What I love most about
SHAPE is its commitment
to diversity and equality.
It’s not just lip service,
either. I feel like I’m part
of a team that really cares
about doing the right
thing and I see the results
in the amazing people I’m
surrounded with every
day. I’m proud to be a
part of it.
MARYANNE AKARI
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER

OUR PEOPLE

Our point of
difference is the
culture we’ve
created.
People do their best work when they feel valued and
supported to be themselves. In 2014, we knew we needed to
be different if we were to adapt and grow.
We made the decision to reinvest in our people and create an
environment that would attract and retain the best people. We
started by creating a new vision, i.e., to be the place where
everyone wants to work, and we followed through with setting
a standard of leadership that was driven by caring for people first.
Fast forward to today; we’re very proud of the culture we’ve built,
and the business success it has generated. We maintain a strong
commitment to developing our people and promoting from
within. We’re all about encouraging, mentoring each other and
being the best we can be.
Our people love what they do, and when we ask them what
makes SHAPE better, they always say, The people!

Some of the ways we ensure we’re
doing our best for our people
include:
01

02

03

04

05

We have implemented a Fair
Pay Policy.
We measure our culture
annually using the Human
Synergistics OCI survey (we are
now rated in the top 5% of
organisations in Human
Synergistics’ database).
We run a pulse-check every
quarter to ensure we’re doing
what we say we will.
Our CEO, Peter Marix-Evans
runs regular ‘All Hands’
meetings to connect with the
team, answer their questions
and provide company updates.
Our Group Executive Team
runs strategic workshops
across the country to connect
people with our purpose,
vision and corporate
objectives.

A STRONG FOCUS ON
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
SHAPIANS’s are supported to maintain a
healthy and happy balance between work
and home life. We offer:

• Individual Flexibility Plans for everyone.
• Additional 12 days p.a. of work/life
balance leave.

• Discounted health insurance.
• Annual flu shots and skin cancer checks.
• Mindfulness workshops with EQ Minds.

EVERYONE DESERVES TO
FEEL VALUED
Every SHAPIAN is different (thank goodness)
and brings their own unique skills,
knowledge, and experience to the table. We
ensure that our people are acknowledged
in a meaningful way and feel valued for who
they are and the contribution they make.

GROWING THROUGH
LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
Having a strong, tailored road map
helping our people to grow personally and
professionally is critical to our business
success. 89% of our Project Managers have
been promoted from within at SHAPE.

• Education grants and paid study leave.
• Tailored Leadership Development
Program.

• SHAPE business school with over 50
SHAPE specific training courses.

• Diversity and Equal Opportunity
programmes.

• Mentorship programmes.
• Selected professional memberships.
covered.

• Cadet Experience Programme.

• Borderless SHAPE opportunities,

secondments and interstate relocations.

• Celebration of service milestones.
• Awards for customer experience and
excellence.

• Talent scout program.

SHAPIANS AT SHAPES ANNUAL CHARITY GOLF DAY

ANNUAL CHARITY GOLF DAY

OUR PEOPLE

True diversity
is a sense of
belonging.
DIVERSITY
We firmly believe that having a diverse workforce will help us
forge strong connections with our partners. In turn, this facilitates
innovation and inspires us to create better business solutions.

3 out of 10 SHAPIANS identify as
female

61%
of SHAPE cadets identify as female
in FY21

We strive for every person to feel a sense of belonging. To feel
celebrated for their different background, perspectives and life
experiences. To feel comfortable being themselves, sharing ideas
and supporting each other.

average age of a SHAPIAN is 37

50%
of hires in FY21 identified as female

SHAPE is WGEA compliant

SHAPE is committed
to providing a safe and
inclusive workplace
with a culture of
respect, understanding
and acceptance for all
of our people.
PETER MARIX-EVANS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

OUR PEOPLE

A SOLID PLAN FOR DIVERSITY, EQUITY
& INCLUSION
Our Diversity, Equity, Inclusion (DEI) Action Plan forms part of
our corporate strategy and leadership-development programme.
We have initiatives and targets in place to help every SHAPian
understand and contribute to this objective. These include:

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
& EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY POLICY

• Senior Leadership Advocacy programme to support under-

We are committed to ensuring that all
employees enjoy Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) in a discrimination-free
environment. This means that our people are
treated fairly and equally when employment
decisions are made, and that unlawful
discrimination does not take place.

• Conducting an annual gender pay-gap analysis. We have a

EEO also means that all our people enjoy a
harassment-free work environment.

• Individual flexibility plans to reduce the barrier for people with

WE ARE COMMITTED TO
TRUE DIVERSITY

• Programmes to understand our own biases and strategies to
eliminate them.

represented people with career-advancement opportunities.
zero pay-gap for like-for-like roles.
caring responsibilities.

• Generous parental leave entitlements, including childcare
allowances and superannuation payments.

• Sponsorship of NAWIC and WIDAC.
• A Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) to close the gap for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

We are also proud to be a member of
, a company
that aims to create greater social good by matching Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander businesses with corporate Australia.
In addition, we are a proud supporter and ally of
,a
network that supports LGBTQ+ people in the property industry.

We recognise the value of attracting
and retaining a diverse workforce. And
we support the concept and practice of
Affirmative Action.
This applies to all company activities,
including recruitment and selection
procedures, the promotion of employees,
training and development, and all conditions
of employment.

We want
every
SHAPIAN
to feel
comfortable
being
themselves.

OUR PEOPLE

We have a
vision of an
Australia where
there are equal
opportunities
for all. Where
all Australians
who have not
had a fair go
have the chance
to experience
better.

FIRST NATIONS
PARTICIPATION
We believe in equality for all. Our journey towards
Reconciliation began in 2015 when we first
encountered the Australian Federal Government’s
Indigenous Procurement Policy. This initiative,
designed to increase participation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) peoples in
employment and procurement, sparked a desire to
understand how we could play a role and respond
more fully to the requirements and spirit of the
policy.
All our people acknowledge and value the cultures
and histories of Australia’s First Peoples and
recognise their role as the original custodians of
the land on which we live.
SHAPE aspires to be ‘the place where everyone
wants to work’. We recognise that this is not
possible without diversity and a genuine
understanding and respect for all cultures,
including ATSI peoples.

INDIGENOUS LITERACY DAY

engaged with 54
Indigenous businesses

$19M

invested in ATSI businesses
and corporate offices

2 RMIT

awards given
with intention
to expand
programmeme
nationally

CEREMONY AT TRANBY
COLLEGE REFURBISHMENT

OUR PEOPLE

OUR VISION IS TO HELP CLOSE THE
GAP
We want to play our part in closing the socio-economic gap
between ATSI peoples and the broader Australian community, by
building meaningful relationships and creating opportunities for
employment and sustainable business-to-business engagement.

REFLECT RAP
In 2015, we began with a Reflect Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)
which outlined:

• Establishing new relationships with ATSI peoples and
businesses.

• Events that have led to an increased understanding of ATSI
cultures, histories and stories.

• Recommendations to support greater participation and
employment for ATSI peoples at SHAPE.

• Identification of ATSI businesses to connect with.
INNOVATE RAP
In 2019, we took a step further and moved towards our Innovate
Reconciliation Action Plan which aimed to:

• Deepen both personal relationships and formal partnerships
with ATSI people and ATSI-owned businesses.

We have achieved
all targets from our
first two RAPs and
have now moved on
to the next stage
of our journey - a
Stretch RAP, to be
endorsed by the
end of the year.

• Continue to facilitate and encourage our people to celebrate

and participate in National Reconciliation and NAIDOC weeks.

• Offer more study and employment opportunities to First
Nations peoples.

• Promote reconciliation, respect and positive race relations
through antidiscrimination strategies.

ARTWORK BY JEREMY DONOVAN. COMMISSIONED FOR OUR
SYDNEY OFFICE

OUR PEOPLE

JUST SOME OF THE OUTCOMES OF OUR
EFFORTS TO DATE INCLUDE:
• 54 Indigenous businesses engaged.

• More than $19M spent with Indigenous businesses.
• Employed five Indigenous Australian SHAPIANS.
• Six pro bono activities with Indigenous Australian
communities.

• Work bees at The Settlement Community Centre and
Tranby in Sydney, Mullum Mullum in Melbourne,
Clontarf in Perth, and many more.

• IP Australia workstation recovery and re-use for Bamara
offices.

• Laptops donated to Macleay Vocational College Year
12 students in Kempsey.

• Coordinated 32 Reconciliation Australia and NAIDOCweek events.

• 17 SHAPIANS attended Supply
Nation events.

• Stationery donated for ‘Back to School’ initiative in

OPPORTUNITIES CAN
SHAPE LIVES
We believe that opportunities can change
lives. And we want every Australian to have
a chance to experience the empowerment
that comes from educational and vocational
pathways.
Our people sit on Industry Advisory Boards
for Western Sydney Uni, the University of
Technology Sydney, Deakin and RMIT.
We are currently working with RMIT and
Deakin University to develop a plan to grow
their Indigenous-student cohort in their
construction courses.
We are also developing an Industry Diploma
in Facilities Management alongside Knight
Frank, the Property Council of Australia and
Tranby to create a pathway for Indigenous
adults into Facilities Management. This
pathway will include a free training course
and a paid internship that will hopefully lead
to full-time employment. This programmeme
will kick off next year.

SUPPLY NATION MEMBER
As mentioned, we are proud to be a
member of
, a company
that aims to create greater social good by
matching ATSI businesses with corporate
Australia. As a member of Supply Nation, we
have opportunities to:

• Provide more of our people with training

and involvement in initiatives designed to
promote greater inclusion of Indigenous
people.

• Diversify our supply chain to drive
innovation and flexibility.

• Ensure that procurement decisions

SHAPE CONNECT AWARD
Through our SHAPE Connect Award, we
strive to give Indigenous students access
to on-the-job exposure to the construction
industry.

The recipient of our award receives a
paid internship (10-week summer holiday
placement), an opportunity to transition
into the SHAPE Building Cadet Experience
and ongoing employment, as well as prize
money totalling $2,500.
We have already awarded two RMIT and one
UNSW internships to date and are looking to
expand this programme nationally.

include Indigenous businesses.

• Help our partners develop their own RAP.

Dubbo.

• Books donated to Taree High School for Indigenous
Literacy Day.

• Worked with Green Building Council of Australia to

ETHAN STOREY WITH DLG SHAPE’S GENERAL
MANAGER, MICHAEL MANIKAS

establish Indigenous design and participation credits as
part of new Green Star Buildings Tool.

SMOKING CEREMONY WITH CHARTER HALL

shape.com.au

